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can tap into a vast latent market: the
average consumer or small business
owner who would never consult a lawyer
because they find lawyers too expensive.
No one, says Cheng, especially not
someone recently laid off, would hire a
lawyer at several hundred dollars an
hour to get an extra week’s severance
pay, which averages about $687. But for
between $40 and $60, Fired Without
Cause can provide not only free tutorials on the law governing dismissals, but
also a severance package calculator that
assesses a client’s offer against a database of thousands of similar cases, as
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well as customized counteroffer letter
templates that people can use to negotiate with an employer.
“If the average Canadian can save a
month’s rent, or three grocery trips, that’s
a huge deal,” says Cheng. “We provide
the information to people at a cost that is
proportional to their problem.”
But is 50 bucks a pop — or, in the
case of Whichdraft, free — enough to
pay the bills? Anderman freely admits
that his site does not generate revenue,
yet. Whichdraft aims to make money
through a mix of premium services to
paying subscribers, custom services for

online

www.cba.org/practicelink/onlinelaw.

“One pressure familiar to all
publishers of online material is
the pressure to remove all

scholar

barriers to access.”

Legal journals cope with the arrival
of the digital age.
anada’s prestigious law journals have been around for
decades and have published through wars, depressions
and other upheavals. But they’ve never seen anything
like the Internet.
Now, with their traditional printing-and-mailing model under
heavy stress, law journals face flourishing competition from online
content that can be vetted, edited, peer-reviewed and posted much
faster than print. Online writers, editors and bloggers are not constrained by word count or publishing costs, and its audience can read
an article the moment it’s ready.
Décembre 2009

By Susan Goldberg. Read the entire article online at

Seven American universities, including
Cornell, Duke and Stanford, are now collaborating to produce a free online magazine
with high-quality legal scholarship (left).
How will Canada’s law journals respond?
Seo Yun Yang is the editor-in-chief of the
McGill Law Journal. “We have an open
access policy,” says Yang. “PDF versions of
the articles go up soon after the Journal is
published.” But with online content so much
faster and cheaper, is the time, effort and
cost of publishing a print edition still worth
it? “Law journals are rooted in the culture
of academia, so whatever content could be
posted faster would not be seen as legal
scholarship,” says Yang.
Beth Bilson is a professor of law at the
University of Saskatchewan and the editor of
the Canadian Bar Review (CBR). The CBR,
which dates back to 1923, is now published
entirely online, with print copies available for
subscribers upon request. Although Canadian Bar Association mem-
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corporate clients, and the value of its
database, which contains multitudes of
legal contracts in their various permutations. Fired Without Cause is counting on volume and on the wider profit
margins generated by automation.
“Data is free,” says Cheng. “Wisdom
is free — just look at all the legal blogs
out there. But information — where
someone has to roll up their sleeves and
gather all the data and interpret it —
that, people will pay for.”

bers receive the Bar Review as a membership benefit, the general
public has to pay if they want to access current and past CBR articles.
“One pressure familiar to all publishers of online material is the
pressure to remove all barriers to access,” says Bilson. “But then the
problem is, how do you finance the publication? Putting everything
online was an expensive undertaking, and that is part of the reason
why the CBA has resisted opening access further. We have had discussions [about access], but so far, that case has failed to catch and
the CBR’s status as member-protected content remains.”
Yang agrees with the need for access, but sees no great advantages to going fully digital. “Legal scholarship will never be able to
print an article every day. It will never happen. There would be no
way for us to manage and edit the content needed to put something
up that frequently.”…
By Ava Chisling. Read the entire article online at www.cba.org/practicelink/onlinelaw.
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